Scalar Energy - The New Healing Energy
For most people, "healing energy" is not new. We have been using the energy from the "laying on of
hands" to quartz crystals since the beginning of recorded history, from Jesus to Indian gurus. As time
progressed, mainstream scientists figured out that everything is energy-from chemical energy in the
body to the electricity used to power a light bulb-and realized that by merely changing the frequency
and amplitude, they could develop technologies for specific healing treatments. Today, we see
everything from TENS machines and laser surgery to the use of sound waves to break up kidney
stones. In general, there are five basic categories for applying healing energy:
1. Direct application of energy to the human body.
2. Wearing or using a device or patch that functions as an antenna and draws selected healing
frequencies out of the "ether."
3. Using specially designed materials to selectively concentrate and reflect back healing
frequencies generated by the body itself.
4. The laying on of hands.
5. Embedding energy in a product, supplement, pendant, or patch, etc.
With that in mind, let's take a look at the five types of energy delivery systems in a little more detail.
1. Direct Application
This is the easiest method to understand, and potentially the most powerful. Examples include:
•

•

•

•

The TENS (transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation) unit is a small, portable muscle
stimulation machine which uses an electric current to relax muscles, improve blood flow and
block pain.
The controversial Rife Machine, first discovered by Royal Rife, applies select frequencies to
the human body to destroy most viruses, bacteria, and even aberrant cells. He achieved
spectacular results - so much so that on November 20, 1931, forty-four of the nation's most
respected medical authorities honored Royal Rife with a banquet billed as "The End to All
Diseases."
The scalar generating watch used to block unhealthy man-made EMFs works by using a
special chip that generates a fixed 8Hz standing wave to reinforce the body's own bio-electric
field--protecting it from disruptive manmade frequencies.
Probably the strongest and most effective direct application is to find a health practitioner
who has a scalar energy chamber that you can enter and stay in for 30 minutes or longer,
once or more a week. Not only do these chambers provide greater intensity, but most allow
for adjusting frequencies for different/specific healing effects.

2. Antennas
Theoretically, by using or wearing the right kind of antenna, we can selectively extract, concentrate,
or focus sub atomic particles and beneficial energies into our bodies. For instance, tachyon collection
plates treated with a "secret" 14-day process capture particles (not seen by physicists) and channel
them into the body to produce healing benefits. This seems far-fetched, but does it work? It does

appear to provide some benefit; however, the explanations surrounding them are often confusing,
disjointed, and illogical. This doesn't mean the devices don't work to some degree, just that they may
not work in the way explained.
3. Reflecting
One of the more interesting delivery systems are reflecting devices such as the Q-Link pendant. The
principle is simple. At all times, your body is generating a complete spectrum of energies and
frequencies - from the very beneficial to the not so beneficial. The reflecting devices selectively
block a pre-chosen beneficial frequency from escaping, focus and concentrate it, and then feed it
back into the body. However, as with everything else mentioned above, it has to be the right
frequency.
4. Laying on of hands
The laying on of hands is a combination of Direct Application and Reflecting energy. The healer
both sends energy generated by their own body out from their hands (actually measurable), while at
the same time "adjusting" the patient's unbalanced energy fields. Although easy for skeptics to
dismiss, it is unchallengeable for anyone who has experienced it - and in truth, theoretically sound.
5. Embedding
Finally, because all life is fundamentally energy based, it can hold a charge. This allows us to
"embed" a healing frequency in a product or object and transfer that energy to the human body for
healing. If you use scalar energy, the frequency will tend to stay in the objects indefinitely such as
with objects you wear and supplements you ingest. The energy is held and transferred through
crystalline structures in the body. For example, crystalline structures in every cell wall and liquid
crystal structures in the collagen network comprising all of the space between cells are capable of
holding a charge. If you read the book " Lessons from the Miracle Doctors," you will see
photographs demonstrating the effects of eating supplements infused with scalar energy. Even
though embedded scalar energy is a preset, fixed frequency, it offers three huge advantages:
convenience, daily delivery, and cost effectiveness. Since scalar energy is so different from the
standard electromagnetic energy you are familiar with, it is worth exploring further.
Scalar Energy
To back up, there are fundamentally two kinds of energy - electromagnetic wave energy (light
waves, sound waves, electric current, etc.) and scalar standing wave energy. It was first presented in
four ground-breaking equations in the mid 1800's by a Scottish mathematician, James Clerk
Maxwell. Unseen and dismissed for over a century, today it is being used in everything from
weapons research to protecting DNA, helping to eliminate cellular waste and improving circulation,
immunity, and even memory.
Scalar waves are created by a pair of identical waves (usually called the wave and its antiwave) that
are physically identical, but out of phase temporally in terms of time. Therefore, they look and act
completely different from standard Hertzian electromagnetic fields: they are more field-like than
wavelike. Instead of running along wires or shooting out in beams, scalar energy tends to "fill" its
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environment and can pass through solid objects with no intensity loss. This becomes very important
in terms of developing the technology for embedding objects.
Scalar Energy For Healing
More importantly, scalar waves implant their signature on solid objects to a much higher degree than
all standard electromagnetic fields. This is extremely important when you embed the energy field in
supplements, and then transfer that charge from the products into every cell of your body. Also,
scalar energy can regenerate and repair itself indefinitely (unless erased by another energy field such
as an airport X-ray machine). In other words, once you implant supplements, you can keep the
energy there and regularly ingest the charged products over time.
The key to using scalar energy to heal comes from using the correct frequency and amplitude.
Obviously, you don't want to charge your body's cells with the 60-cycle frequencies such as found in
the alternating current that runs through your house. There are two primary healing frequencies. First
is the Schumann Resonance, which falls in the 7.8 to 8 HZ range. The Schumann Resonance is the
frequency the earth emits when there is nothing man-made and no plant or animal life around. The
other primary healing frequency is 12 HZ, which is what you record in a rainforest when nothing
manmade is near. As for secondary healing frequencies that can be measured coming from the hands
of healers, they can usually be found in the 12-30,000 HZ range. Varying the combination of these
frequencies can produce different health benefits. The art lies in knowing the right combinations.
Benefits of Scalar Enhanced Products
What health benefits are there to consuming scalar enhanced products (assuming the correct
frequencies are used)? As it turns out, there are many - AND THEY ARE PROFOUND. Regular
intake of scalar enhanced products can:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate and nullify the effects of man-made frequencies (60 cps) in the human body.
Increase the energy level of every single cell in the body to the ideal 70-90 millivolt range.
Increase the energy covalent level of every single hydrogen atom in the body as verified by
spectrographs. This is significant because covalent hydrogen bonds are what hold your DNA
together and consuming scalar enhanced products can protect your DNA from damage.
Improve cell wall permeability thus facilitating the intake of nutrients and the elimination of
waste from each and every cell-actually causing every cell in your body to detox.
Decrease the surface tension of the embedded products, thereby significantly reducing the
time required for your body to assimilate those same products.
Increase overall body energy levels as a result of increasing cellular energy for trillions of
cells.
Cleanse the blood improving chylomicron levels (protein/fat particles floating in the blood),
triglyceride profiles, and fibrin patterns.
Improve immune function by as much as 149% as proven in laboratory studies.
Improve mental focus as demonstrated by increased amplitude of EEG frequencies.
Balance out the two hemispheres of the brain, again as measured by EEG tests.
Work as an antidepressant since it inhibits the uptake of noradrenaline by PC12 nerve cells.

Bio-Energized (scalar enhanced) supplement products will be absorbed faster, work faster, and
produce stronger results because the effect is cumulative.
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Conclusion
Curiously enough, although the medical community has a particular antipathy when it comes to most
of the "new age" healing energy devices discussed in this article, it uses similar devices itself. What
is radiation therapy but the direct application of high intensity energy to the body to achieve a
specific healing result? And doctors freely use laser light for everything from brain surgery to skin
peels.
Hopefully one day the medical community will be more open to the numerous healing energies,
technologies, and techniques that exist. Until then, adventurous individuals will have to rely on their
own research and intuition as they explore alternative healing technologies. The task can be daunting
since valid clinical studies are, at best, rare. In the end, when you experiment with any of these
energy devices, there is only relevant question: "Does it work for you?"
Jon Barron is a world-leading nutraceutical researcher and author of the acclaimed health book,
Lessons from the Miracle Doctors, found in many U.S. medical school and public libraries. His
Baseline of Health Newsletter and Barron Report are read by thousands of doctors, health experts,
and nutrition consumers in over 100 countries at www.jonbarron.org
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